
WDDOA – Team Manager Pre-Season Conference Call Fall 2020 

Meeting Recap from August 26, 2020 
 

Introduction:  

Let’s get started with a reminder about requirements. All volunteers, coaches, assistant coaches, are required to 
complete a background check and both the SafeSport certification (which has an annual refresher) and the CDC course. 
The SafeSport certification is a federal law that affects ALL youth sports. Unless you have completed these, you will not 
be attached to any roster, nor will we communicate with you in any way as we cannot discuss team/players with anyone 
not holding all required certifications. 

Let’s talk about our community, our soccer community. While safety for our players, parents, and coaches has always 
been a focus, this year, it will be our highest priority. As we all try to navigate this ever-changing landscape, we strive to 
help all our WDDOA families feel safe and confident with a structure for our games. We can only accomplish these goals 
if the whole of our soccer community works together. 

However, if a family doesn’t feel safe participating, we certainly would encourage them to stay home. 

As hopefully most of you have seen, our Season Start Date has shifted to Sept 26-27, which means we are roughly one 
month away from kick-off. We are actively working on comprehensive game-day procedures, which will be published 
prior to season start.  

This year, all kids are being asked to navigate an unknown scary world right now where they are not only dealing with 
the stress of COVID but everything else associated with it. The loss or threat of losing a loved one, unemployment within 
the household, isolation from friends/social activities, food insecurity, parental stress, the list goes on…So as a 
community we can try to help them even if it’s only for a couple of hours. 

With that said, each season, we hear that we only want “meaningful” games. This year the definition of meaningful has 
certainly changed. All games will have meaning because kids/families will be out of the house, out on the field with their 
friends, enjoying the game they love to play, showing off the skills they learned through virtual training and in-person 
practice, getting back to a sense of familiarity while waiting for that time when things return to normal. And with that, 
we will transition to the start of our meeting. 

Most of the information we are going to talk about today can be found online and in the WDDOA Team Manager 
Instruction Manual located on the Team Manager page of the website.  

1. Website / Navigation   
Our website is tailored to the needs of our users, and we post everything on there so visit often. It’s probably a 
good idea to set yourself a reminder to visit our website every Wednesday. 

a. Each league has its own direct link to Schedules, Field Status, and Gameday procedure. 
b. Below that we have a few articles about information we feel is relevant and important information for 

everyone 
c. Below that are three buttons: one for team managers, one for Admin Resources, and one that will take 

you to all our older news articles.  
 The team manager page has been reformatted to be more user friendly based on what you are 

visiting our website for. There are now menu tabs at the top of the manager page that will take 
you to subject specific pages that house information, instructions, and documents related to 
Team Manager duties 

 The Admin resources button is designed for club administrators and registrars, with important 
information, processes, and dates 

d. Finally, at the very bottom is the upcoming five-day calendar, starting with the date you are checking the 
website. 



2. Flights: WDDOA runs three levels of play: Prime is the higher, Challenger is next, and Alpha is the lowest. When 
you call or email us, please make sure you tell us which flight you are calling about. In the office, we live our lives 
by game numbers, so if you are calling or emailing about a particular game, please make sure to include the 
flight with the game number.  
 
When emailing, it is IMPERATIVE you NOT email all 3 of us. This does not speed up the process and in most 
cases, it will always slow response time. All Neutral games, Prime and Challenger Neutral go to Retta. All 
Home&Away games, Challenger Home&Away and Alpha, go to Dominique. General team questions, rostering, 
transfer release questions go to Anne. 
 
This summer, we’ve had quite a few discussions with DOC groups regarding travel requirements for the WDDOA 
leagues. This Fall will be WDDOA’s first return to play since the middle of March when Texas issued Stay-at-
Home orders. All clubs have experienced slow registrations as parents have slowly gained confidence regarding 
youth sports participation. What the DOC groups have asked us to do is to reduce travel as much as possible this 
Fall. 
 
Scheduling for this year ONLY will look very different. Remember, as team managers, you will set the tone for 
your team. Setting clear expectations with your parents will be imperative in order to get ahead of potential 
issues. This Fall will be about playing opportunities for the children, not world cup qualification. 
 
WDDOA is a district wide association and we run TRAVEL LEAGUES. As such, parents are expected to travel. 
While we have tried to reduce travel as much as possible, there will be instances where your team is required to 
travel. Refusal to drive to a more remote location is really not an option. We are making modifications but this is 
still a travel league. There will be forfeits and possible fines assessed if it is determined that a team refused to 
travel for a game. As team managers, please remember, you have to be the advocate for all soccer players, not 
just your team players. Players have no choice in where they live and those in outlying areas will travel far more 
often than those in more densely populated locations. Inclusion is what makes this game the greatest and most 
played in the world and all players should have an opportunity to play the game. So for those games where you 
have to travel, plan accordingly to be the safest possible, pack food, plan picnics, make it an adventure! 
 
So breaking it out: Set 1 scheduling will be geographical bracket scheduling. Between the pandemic, the season 
start shift, and potential rainouts, we have eight weeks of play to finish before Thanksgiving. The Geographical 
considerations are as follow:  Austin area teams to be included with Victoria (please remember that the Austin 
Area includes as far north as Salado and Killeen and as far south as San Marcos) and San Antonio teams to be 
included with Corpus, Laredo, and the Valley. We had to look at numbers in each flight, gender, and age group 
and we have come up with creative ways to try and reduce travel while providing opportunities for play. With all 
that in mind, 6 was decided as a reasonable number of games to get through this Fall. We have tried to combine 
as few groups as possible. If your team is included in a group with more than seven teams, you will not play 
every team included in your group this Fall. 

Set 2 scheduling, after the holiday break, will see everyone returning to their own flight and age group and 
playing a modified schedule with regular travel. U11 through U14 teams will play up to 10 to 12 games as 
opposed to the normal 14 minimum, and U15 through U19 will play up to 8 to 10 games as opposed to the 
normal 12 minimum over the course of the seasonal year. 
 

3. Schedules: WDDOA has two schedule models: Neutral and Home and Away. Neutral scheduling is used for all 
Prime games and Home and Away is used for all Alpha games. Challenger is a combination of the two based on 
club choice. Neutral games are scheduled, assigned on fields, and staffed with referees by WDDOA. Home and 
Away games are scheduled by WDDOA but are assigned on fields and staffed with referees by home clubs. 
Referees will be at a premium this year which means that some games might not carry a full crew. 

a. TEAM MANAGERS: Please go ahead and start gathering conflicts from your players and parents FROM 
September 26 THROUGH November 15 so that when you receive the initial schedule grid you can quickly 



give this information to your coaching representative who will be coordinating your Fall schedule during 
the WDDOA scheduling meetings. Please note that November 7th/8th and November 14th/15th will be 
held out for rainout weekends. Make sure your parents are aware that any rainout weekends will 
AUTOMATICALLY be shifted to those dates. Thanksgiving is November 26th which means most schools 
will start their holiday break November 21st. 

b. Initial schedules will be available in GotSoccer to Team Managers on Friday, September 4 for PRIME, 
Friday, September 11 for CHALLENGER and ALPHA 

c. These schedules will be initial and should not be shared in any form with your team. REPEAT: should 
NOT be SHARED IN ANY FORM, with your TEAM. Every year, we get calls that a team schedule is wrong 
and it slows down all the other pre-season work we have to get done during that time. 

d. All Prime and Challenger scheduling meetings will happen virtually. Alpha scheduling will be completed 
through GotSoccer Chat and email. 

 
4. Gameday expectations, navigating COVID-19:  

This year, WDDOA, AAYSA, and CAYSA have coordinated their efforts to provide consistency to clubs, players, 
parents, coaches, and referees that may participate with WDDOA, AAYSA, and CAYSA leagues through a set of 
gameday mandates and recommendations. 
We are in the process of finalizing the wording of the document but wanted to provide you with a quick 
overview of the approved mandates. 

 Since we do not want to limit the freedom of each family or family member to attend any and all games 
their player is participating in, we have made the following a requirement: No Mask – No Entry: Players, 
and parents must wear masks to and from their cars and on the sidelines at all times. Coaches must 
wear masks at all times unless providing instructions to their players. 

o Parents and spectators (over the age of ten) are required to wear a mask and are under the 
authority of the coach, team manager, and referee (competition officials). Individuals in 
noncompliance will be counseled by Team Manager or Coach to correct. If individual persists, 
the team staff, which includes the team manager and the coach, does have the authority to ask 
the individual and their player to leave the complex. Upon further refusal the referee will stop 
the game to give the coach another opportunity to correct the situation. Upon further 
noncompliance, the referee will abandon the game. A fine will be assessed. This is why setting 
the proper expectations with all parents and spectators BEFORE the season starts and with 
weekly reminders will be paramount.  

o As a reminder WDDOA will be providing masks for all WDDOA registered players. Teams packets 
will be mailed directly to your clubs starting September 7th, so you receive them prior to the 
season. You will need to coordinate with your club for pick up. 

 Spectators will occupy the same side of the field as their players unless not feasible for smaller 
field/closer sideline configurations. Spectators will occupy the space between the top of the penalty 
area and ten feet from the halfway line on their designated half of the field and players will occupy the 
technical area on the other half of the field. This will facilitate lower incidences of mixing of cohorts.  

 Health assessments must be completed before every game for players (completed by their parents), 
staff, and referees. A representative from each team (head coach or team manager) should confirm with 
the opposing team that all participants have performed a daily health assessment. 

o To help you in this task, a pdf form will be provided on the WDDOA website in the Team 
Manager section right before season start. 

o This form should be filled out for each game and kept on record throughout the season. 
 STYSA has produced multiple return-to-play resources. We have linked all those on our website for your 

convenience. Your club is also responsible for appointing a Club Safety Officer as well as creating a Club 
Safety Plan that should be available to all their club members. Please make sure you are aware who your 
club safety officer is. 

 WDDOA will follow the South Texas Reporting Protocols which will be posted on our website shortly. If 
you want to familiarize yourself with them now, they are located on page 14 in South Texas COVID-19 
Resource Handbook.  



 Gone are the days when teams gathered at the field one hour or more prior to kick-off. 
Recommendations include only up to 20 minutes of warm up at the complex. 

 Teams should have an arrival and exit strategy AS A TEAM. Meeting in the parking lot and walking to the 
sidelines (still social distanced) together is recommended. 

 The only contact between teams other than players on the field should be the team managers to check 
gamecards and verbally confirm health assessments have been completed prior to giving ONE gamecard 
to the referee.  

 In case of player injury, there should be one designated person to tend to the injured player. Gloves and 
PPE should be worn 

 Each team should come to the game with no less than three match quality balls that should be sanitize 
prior to play. 

 Each person in attendance should maintain a minimum of 6 feet from others even wearing a facial 
covering or mask. 

 
It is recommended team managers create a COVID kit with the following suggested items to bring to the field for 
every game (it is recommended you ask for donations from parents in order to keep your team’s kit stocked 
throughout the season, your club will not provide this):  

 Hand Sanitizer 
 Sanitizing wipes for equipment 
 Gloves 
 Thermometer (in case anyone did not remember to do a temp check at home) 
 Trash bag 
 And extra disposable masks 

5. WDDOA Pickup-n-Play  
Looking ahead and hoping for the best but trying to plan for every scenario, any team that has more than three 
positive cases of COVID-19 (that means four or more) is considered to have an outbreak within their team and 
should pause team activity (training and games) until all participants who have had close contact with someone 
who has COVID-19 have completed a 14 day self-quarantine according to CDC and local health guidelines.  
 
We will be offering a new program called “WDDOA Pickup-n-Play” which is an opportunity for teams who find 
themselves without opponents due to opposing team quarantine to find an existing game to slide into. Date, 
time, and location of the “Pickup Game” cannot be altered. This will be an accept “AS IS” situation. DOCs will be 
given access to the Pickup-n-Play Google Spreadsheet where DOCs can accept or decline a pickup game. 
Available games will be listed weekly, checking this spreadsheet often will be imperative. 
 
Specific information on the process and procedures for this additional play opportunity will be posted on our 
website closer to season start 

6. What you need for game day:  
1. Gamecard 
2. Official Roster 
3. Kidsafe Badges (also called Adult Participation passes) which will be yellow this year: all coaches and 

team managers must wear them at the field. They must be visibly worn. 
4. Virtual Cards: instructions on how to access virtual cards are available on the WDDOA website under the 

team manager page. The only teams who receive physical player cards are Frontier Conference teams. 
5. Jersey numbers MUST BE up to date in GotSoccer so they print on the game card: this must be done in 

the league the team is participating in, not the registration event. Step by step instructions are included 
in the Team Manager Instruction Manual which is posted online.  

7. Gamecards: The Game Card is the most important document you will handle all year. 
1. Who is eligible to play? Only Players printed on your Official Roster and Valid Club Pass players are 

eligible to play.  
 Primary Players: Your primary players are the ones on your official roster. You will find your Official 

roster when you log in to your GotSoccer Team Account once it has been generated, you will go to 
Team Profile in the grey menu bar, then click on the Documents tab. Your official roster will be the 



pdf document for WDDOA 2020-2021 Rosters and Cards Registration Event. When players are added 
or transferred onto your team or released from your team, we create a new roster and delete the 
old one so the pdf you have access to is the most current. PLEASE NOTE, the registration deadlines 
for your clubs were last week, however, a majority of the clubs have not completed/validated to 
WDDOA that their teams are ready for generating. Needless to say, without this, we cannot 
generate anything for ANY purpose.  

 Player Photos are the number One issue usually during this time. We process one club at a time so 
one team could hold up the process for an entire club:  
o At this time, you can GREATLY help your club registrar/administrator by checking your own 

team’s player photos and making sure each photo is properly cropped top of head to bottom of 
chin and ear to ear.  

o Once rosters are generated DO NOT UPDATE PLAYER PHOTOS. We certify your rosters and cards 
with their current picture. Make sure you tell your parents NOT to touch, delete or otherwise 
update their player photos either, their player’s account is not social media! These get 
generated onto their player’s Virtual ID card and it is completely counterproductive to have a 
family picture or a soccer game action shot. If the player does not have a valid ID picture 
uploaded, they are not eligible to play! 

 Club Pass Players: We have a Club Pass document which explains the rules point by point that is 
posted however it does not address the possible combination of age groups, flights, or both. An 
additional document is being compiled and will be posted on the Team Manager page by the time 
the season starts that will explain the exceptions created for the combined groups. It is very 
important you understand Club Pass rules as well as the process to get valid players printed onto 
gamecards as handwritten players are strictly forbidden. You must know the rules. GotSoccer is 
used worldwide and will let you do things that are not allowed or restricted within South Texas. Just 
because the system allows you to add the player doesn’t mean the player is eligible. 
o Absolutely no handwritten players on gamecards regardless of the situation (primary and/or 

club pass players). 
o We do not have a deadline to add Club Pass Players to the gameday roster. The ability to add 

club pass players stays open. Club Pass player(s) must be added to your game day roster and 
printed (from GotSoccer) on the game card in order to be eligible to participate. If a player is not 
printed on the official (paper) game card (primary player and/or club pass) they are not eligible 
to participate. ABSOLUTELY NO HANDWRITTEN PLAYERS ARE ALLOWED. 

o Gamecards received with handwritten players will receive an AUTOMATIC FORFEIT and are 
subject to fines. 

o Forfeit fees depend on the situation. If a team lost the game and this game gets forfeited, a 
$250 fine will be assessed. If a team won a game and the game gets forfeited, a $100 fee per 
handwritten/ineligible player will be assessed. Scores will not always be changed to a 4:0 score. 
For example, if a team is found to have a handwritten player but lost the game 6:0, 
administering a forfeit may be detrimental to the team who won. In this case, we would assess a 
fine and leave the score as is.  

o Club Pass is NOT currently turned on. The Club Pass System will be activated on Wednesday, 
September 23 and gamecard will NOT be available to print until Friday, September 25, 
12pm/noon. 

1. So who is not eligible?  
1. Any player that is not on your Official roster AND  
2. Any player not printed from GotSoccer on your gamecard  
3. any player for whom paperwork was submitted but does not appear on your official 

roster/printed gamecard 
4. Any player still on a roster for another club! 
5. Any player without a valid ID picture uploaded in their profile 

2. The system will not allow you to print your gamecards until two days before the game. To print your 
gamecards, log in to your team account, click on your league in the Event History Box (Prime, Challenger 



or Alpha), click on the “Schedule” Tab, click on the pdf icon in front of the game number in the first 
column.  

3. Every year, we get multiple complaints that “the home team had not brought a gamecard so let’s be 
completely clear: Who should bring the game card? BOTH TEAMS. Both teams must bring a gamecard. 
Then, Team Managers from both teams should talk prior to a gamecard being handed out to the 
referee. Once the two team managers determine which gamecard is most up to date, one gamecard 
should be presented to the referee. Do NOT leave it up to the referee to determine which gamecard is 
most up to date! This is how handwritten players and forfeits happen. It is your responsibility as team 
managers to compare the cards and make sure the most up to date gets to the referee. 

4. What happens at the end of the game? End of game checklist: 
1. Both teams have to check the card so any mistakes can be rectified immediately by the referee 

crew:  
1. Check score 
2. Check cautions: Who got them, are there codes, are they legible 
3. Check suspensions: Who got them, are there codes, are they legible 

2. Both teams have to sign the card. Your signature does not signify you agree with the calls made 
during the game but rather that you have reviewed the information, the score is correct and the 
correct players received the correct cards, if any. Refusing to sign the gamecard does not render 
the gamecard invalid or the game unofficial.  

3. Game protests MUST be noted on the gamecard. Game Protest procedures can be found in the 
WDDOA Rules of Play. There is a process that must be followed as well as a fee to submit 
Protests. 

4. Please, do NOT call the office on Monday with a mistake on the card. We cannot do anything 
about it. Your opportunity to get things changed on the card is at the field, with your opponent 
and the center referee present. WDDOA cannot reverse yellow and red cards. Only STYSA can. 

5. Do not alter the gamecard in any way after you leave the field. No changes should be made 
without your opponent and the referee present. 

5. Game Card and Score Reporting  
1. Prime and Challenger Neutral Games:  

1. The site Coordinator gets all the cards and sends them to us. 
2. Both teams are responsible for entering the score and the cautions online within 24 

hours. If already in by the time you log in, please verify it is correct. 
 Challenger Home and Away and Alpha Games: 

1. The winning team or in case of a tie, the home team, gets the card and mails it in. 
2. Both teams are responsible for entering the score and the cautions online within 24 

hours. If already in by the time you log in, please verify it is correct. 
 
For your records: we HIGHLY recommend (that means please do it) BOTH team managers take a picture of the 
gamecard after the game to capture scores and cautions. It will be useful to you to update your team’s penalty 
point report if needed (if a player or players, a coach or coaches, received cautions or were ejected) after each 
game. 

7. Game Card Submission: The game card must be physically received in the WDDOA office within 72 hours. There 
will be printed instructions on the game card for phoning in or submitting scores electronically as well as our 
mailing address.  

8. Cautions and Suspensions: 
1. Keep up with your team players and coach cautions and suspensions! A penalty point form is available 

to you on the WDDOA website on the Team Manager page. You are responsible for making sure players 
serve suspensions as required. Do NOT expect the system to do it for you! If a player who should have 
sat out plays in a game, additional sanctions will occur! 

2. Make sure you keep up with additional suspensions as well! Remember there are three types of red card 
carry an automatic two week suspension from all activities and an additional game sit-out: Violent 
Conduct (VC/S2, Foul and Abusive Language(AL/S3), Spitting(S/S6). Players and/or Parents are 
immediately suspended for two weeks starting the day after the game in which they received the 



suspension, meaning they cannot attend ANY soccer related activities(training, scrimmages, games, 
even tournaments), and players must sit out a minimum of two games. This does not mean that once 
they have sat out two games they get to come back and play. If the team has four games scheduled in 
the two week suspension period, the player is out for all four games. 

3. Entering cautions online: Cautions must be entered with caution codes!! This is very important because 
we cannot edit those, we have to delete and reenter the caution correctly which prevents the system 
from working properly, especially with automatic suspensions. There is a direct link between Cautions 
not entered properly and the GotSoccer system not working properly. There is a higher chance of 
suspensions “sticking”, meaning they keep coming back in the system even after being lifted manually, 
which means players who served suspensions keep printing crossed off on the game cards. When 
cautions are entered properly the first time, there are no issues. 

4. Two Yellows in one game: two Yellow cards in one game must be recorded in the Red card section as a 
two Count / 2CT, NOT the yellow card section. 

5. Accumulation of penalty points: a player or a coach that has accumulated three yellow cards in three 
different games must sit out the game following the game in which he/she received their 3rd yellow 
card. Each yellow card is worth 3 points. 9 points is a suspension. Each red card is worth 9 points. 
Accumulation of points means additional suspensions!! This rule can be found in section 4 of the STYSA 
Administrative handbook (stxsoccer.org, cursor over Administrators in Blue menu bar, drop down to 
Administrative Handbook, section 4, rule 4.9.5). When a player reaches 18 points, two game suspension; 
24 points, three game suspension; 30 points, four game suspension and a D&P 

6. Maximum penalty points per game: The maximum number of penalty point anyone can accumulate in 
one game is 9 points so if a player gets two yellow cards which result in a red card, the player does not 
accumulate 6 points for the yellow cards and 9 for the red card, only 9 total. 

7. Coaches are also shown yellow and red cards. They MUST be recorded on the gamecards, make sure you 
check for that! 

 
9. Reschedules: There are two types of reschedules and they are handled differently based on how the home team 

schedules: Neutral or Home&Away: All teams in Prime are Neutral / Teams chose Neutral or H&A in Challenger, 
Neutral games are denoted with an * right under the game number on the online schedule / All teams are H&A 
in Alpha 

1. Rainout:  
a) Neutral games: Rainout determination. No Neutral site games are canceled until an official 

notification from WDDOA. Most of our Neutral sites are also club fields. Do not check field 
status on club pages and tell your parents the game is canceled. We have assessed forfeits and 
fines this past year because team managers or coaches jump the gun. Neutral games, 
(remember, that’s all the games in Prime and the games in Challenger that have an asterisk 
under the game number in the online schedule) can be moved to an alternate site within the 
same city if availability is found and referees can get moved. Within the same city means 
anywhere from WCRP up North in Austin all the way down to 5 Mile Dam park in the South. For 
San Antonio, that may mean from GVTC to Blossom or Schertz or Soccer Central. 

b) Home&Away games: rainout process. For Home and Away games, remember, that’s all the 
games in Alpha and the Challenger games without an asterisk under the game number in the 
online schedule, the home club determines whether or not the fields are closed. It is very 
important the home team provides information relative to their club’s process for field closures 
to the away teams. 

2. Reschedule Request: Reschedule requests are available for a fee. The process is posted online on the 
Team Manager page and the GotSoccer forms used for requests are active. 

3. Exception Change Request: For this year only, we recognize that many things and extenuating 
circumstances will be at play and may not be fully identified in advance therefore WDDOA will be 
accepting Exception Change Requests through a google doc. This process will be separate from the 
Reschedule Request process above and will not follow the same requirements. Valid reasons will be 
necessary in order to file and be granted approval for an exception. 

 



10. Ongoing roster checks: Make sure you regularly check your official roster as this is the only true list of valid 
players for your team. Remember, to access your official roster, log in to your team account, click on Team 
Profile in the grey menu bar, then click on the Documents tab. 

11. Ongoing Club Pass checks: Remember to check with the players in your club pass pool regarding their Primary 
Team status. Because WDDOA allows Transfers throughout the year, make sure they haven’t transferred to a 
new team since the last time you used them. If the player was transferred, their new Primary Team may no 
longer be an eligible team. Transferred players do NOT automatically get removed from your Club Pass pool. If 
you find such an instance, please notify the WDDOA office so we can update your Club Pass pool. 
In case of Club Pass violations, the player, the coach (of both the Primary and the guest teams) as well as the 
club DOC and all adults that are found to have failed to properly monitor the usage of Club Pass are subject to 
penalty per the STYSA rule. The STYSA rule outlines possible punishments that can be handed out as the result of 
a D&P hearing. With the approval of the STYSA D&P Committee Chair, WDDOA has developed its own policy and 
procedures regarding violations that will take place prior to a hearing if an offender were to repeatedly break 
the rule: the WDDOA Club Pass Policy and CP Violation Progressive Discipline System. This document is online. 
Make sure you familiarize yourself with this before using Club Pass. Penalties start with the first offense! 

Now onto a few “Good things to Do” items: 
1. For Home&Away games ONLY: The Monday before a game, reach out to your opponent: 

a. If you are the home team, send directions or link to a google map to your field 
b. Remind your opponent of your fields’ COVID-19 requirements in case they are stricter than the WDDOA 

mandates. The WDDOA mandates apply to all WDDOA scheduled games (which means all Prime, 
Challenger, and Alpha games), however home clubs may have additional requirements in place that 
must also be adhered to. 

c. Also if you are the home team, send them where to find field status in case of inclement weather 
d. Tell them which color your team will be wearing 
e. If you are the away team, confirm directions to the field, ask about field status and COVID-19 

requirements, as well as when a call might get made in case of inclement weather. 
2. Remind everyone to bring both home and away uniforms. Remember, in case of a color conflict, home team 

changes. WORK TOGETHER. Just because you are the away team, if your team has all their uniforms and the 
home team doesn’t, work together and be the team that changes. There will be no “the rules say you have to 
change so we’re gonna have to reschedule this game”. While we are talking about home and away jerseys, 
WDDOA DOES NOT HAVE A RULE about which color is home (light vs. dark) 

3. Make yourself a binder and fill it with all the little things that will be useful to you throughout the season: 
a. We will be posting lots of documents that are usually included in the WDDOA GBM team packet. We 

highly recommend you print all of them out and put them in your team binder. You will be amazed how 
often you refer to these while at the fields! 

b. You should also print a copy of the WDDOA Rules of Play so you have it on hand.  
c. You should make sure the Penalty point report is in a prominent place in your binder so you can easily 

find it and update it each time a player or a coach gets cautioned or ejected. 
d. Make sure you include a couple of copies of your official roster 
e. Make sure you also include the WDDOA COVID-19 Mandates and Recommendations 
f. You should have a spot in your binder to keep your team’s pre-game health check forms 

 
4. The WDDOA GBM is a required yearly meeting during which we conduct the association business: elections, 

rules changes must be voted on. One representative per team is required to attend. This year, because of the 
pandemic, over 50% of our teams do not yet have team managers identified, therefore we could not in good 
faith hold our mandatory meeting as we would most likely not have reached the minimum quorum required. Set 
yourself a calendar reminder for November 11th 

 
Daily Website updates: 
We know that tournaments are on everybody’s mind right now and you can do your part to help by checking your player 
photos to make sure they are properly cropped and none are missing. As we said earlier, Teams are processed by club so 
one team can hold up processing for an entire club. 



As we go through club by club, we update the daily work log. We extended every registration deadline this year by 
multiple weeks in order to give administrators the maximum amount of time to validate each registration and verify 
each roster as well as give parents additional registration time. So we are now working as fast as possible to generate all 
the rosters prior to the September 26th league play start as well as furiously scheduling and our favorite, telling people 
what to do so hang in there with us! 
 
 
 


